Is treatment-resistant depression a useful concept?
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ABSTRACT

The term treatment-resistant depression (TRD) is widely used in the context of managing mood disorders, but defining it, both conceptually and in practice, has proven difficult. Most definitions have focused on pharmacotherapy but even these have struggled to capture the complexity of varying response and duration of treatment. Both clinically and for research studies a meaningful definition of TRD is necessary because it may lead to the development of ‘therapy-defined depressive subtypes’ and the discovery of novel antidepressants. This brief perspective critically reviews the concept of treatment resistance and how it can be more clearly defined so as to achieve a better understanding of depression and facilitate clinical treatment trials.

INTRODUCTION

Every so often there is a resurgence of interest in treatment-resistant depression (TRD)—a term that first appeared in the literature in the 1970s and has since supplanted refractory depression as the usual descriptor for ‘non-response to treatment’. These recurring bursts of enthusiasm are usually triggered by the prospect of new or improved treatments for tackling depression. For example, in recent years, brain stimulation strategies such as ketamine1 stimulants2 and physical therapies of various kinds3–5 are increasingly being used to treat depression—even though evidence for long-term clinical efficacy and sustained functional benefits is yet to be established.

With every new wave of hopeful therapies, concerns regarding the definition and impact of TRD are expounded, but in doing so the concept is reified. Usually this entails outlining the growing prevalence of TRD and lamenting its clinical6 and financial7 costs; thus constructing a need for new treatments and justifying experimentation. However, by definition, as successive novel treatments fail to make an impression, TRD persists, reflecting its true nature as a chronic, unremitting illness that manifests as residual depressive symptoms and eventuates in high levels of disability and mortality.8 Therefore, the important clinical considerations are: Is TRD conceptually valid? And if so, how can we define treatment resistance more meaningfully?

THE CONCEPT OF TRD: WHAT IS IT?

A common definition of TRD is an ‘inadequate response to adequate antidepressant therapy’.9 There are two parts to this definition: response (the inverse of resistance) and antidepressant therapy (which can be of many kinds).

Response

Response is an important concept for both clinicians and patients and can be usefully defined as a ‘clinically meaningful reduction in symptoms that leads to functional recovery’.10–12 In practical terms, response is used to gauge decision-making such as when to modify antidepressant dosage, augment therapy, combine medications or substitute them altogether, and switch strategy.10–11 In research, response is conventionally a reduction in baseline symptomatology of 50% or more, as measured on standard depression rating scales such as the HAM-D or MADRS. This means that those that do not achieve a 50% reduction in their score are deemed treatment resistant, and in practice, a significant proportion of depressed patients—who only achieve a partial response to treatment—qualify. Thus on this basis TRD includes those who have ‘no response’ to treatment whatsoever and those that have a ‘partial response’. Furthermore no real distinction is drawn between the various symptoms of depression—meaning that a quantitatively similar response can reflect improvement across very different symptom domains. For example, improvement in one set of symptoms such as anxiety, fatigue and sleep is ‘equivalent’ to improvement in a separate set of symptoms such as suicidal thinking, guilt and psychomotor slowing. However, these groups of depressive symptoms are clinically very different and therefore distinguishing subgroups of response is important because they likely reflect different kinds of treatment resistance (see figure 1).

As the symptoms of depression diminish and depression resolves, treatment response melds into remission. However, a complete absence of depressive symptoms is uncommon and at least 50% of ‘remitted’ patients continue to experience at least two or more symptoms.10 These residual symptoms, also described as ‘subsyndromal’, usually involve neurovegetative symptoms such as changes in sleep and appetite, and are important because their presence increases the likelihood of relapse or recurrence. However, if remission is sustained it translates to recovery—accompanied by functional improvement. Thus, in reality, response is dimensional with no clear-cut trend breaks or steps. This means that resistance (the inverse of response) is also dimensional—especially if measured using number and severity of depressive symptoms. This is a fundamental problem because the management of depression involves step-wise administration of treatments. The dose of a medication or frequency of psychotherapy can be altered but the decision to pursue a particular treatment strategy is dichotomous (yes or no). This is why most models of TRD involve staging.9 14–17

Antidepressant therapy

Definitions of TRD focus predominantly on failures of pharmacotherapy and physical treatments, with only modest consideration given to outcomes following psychological therapies and social interventions; perhaps because these can be more reliably quantified. However, even the most sophisticated and seemingly accurate definitions9 14–17 of TRD—prove difficult to apply to real-world clinical patients. In part this is a consequence of the treatment target (depressive symptoms) being amorphous, which makes it difficult to assign a fixed and clinically meaningful threshold for treatment response. This variability in defining treatment response/resistance is reflected in the differing approaches adopted by models of TRD, and in practice, this translates to the use of an assortment of treatment strategies and paradigms. A wide range of antidepressants offers choice, and each can be further varied in terms...
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of dosing and duration of administration. This makes determining TRD difficult. For instance, a common definition of TRD is that of an inadequate response to at least two adequate successive antidepressant treatments. The accurate application of this definition may provide a useful clinical tool for classifying depressed patients who are truly treatment resistant; but there are several inherent methodological limitations. First and foremost the term ‘adequate’, that is used to benchmark antidepressant treatment, actually refers to the overall ‘quality’ of management. It encompasses a range of additional factors that influence treatment response, including whether the patient is accepting of the diagnosis and the need for treatment. These factors are important because they determine treatment compliance, and like antidepressant therapy parameters they vary according to type of depression. Hence treatment adequacy is a complicated concept, but most clinical guidelines consider an antidepressant trial to be adequate if the agent is administered for at least 3 weeks at the optimal dose. It is noteworthy that here too there is considerable variation in duration and dose; for example, a patient treated with a standard antidepressant dose for 4 weeks is essentially ‘equal’ to another patient prescribed much higher doses for a longer period of time. Both are deemed to have ‘triailed the medication adequately’—and if they fail to respond are rated as treatment resistant to the same extent. Thus both the dose and duration of antidepressant treatment, though of critical importance, are often not captured with sufficient precision in clinical practice to define TRD, and therefore the key clinical question—when should treatment non-response be regarded as treatment resistance, remains unanswered.

Meaningfully Defining Treatment Resistance

Defining TRD allows partitioning of the depressive population into treatment sensitive (and non-responsive) groups. Those that do not respond to a particular treatment form a useful group within which to trial new and alternative agents. Enrichment of samples for treatment trials in this manner would ensure that more homogeneous samples of patients are investigated. It would also replicate real-world practice where some

WHEN DOES NON-RESPONSE BECOME TREATMENT RESISTANCE?
The few longitudinal sequential antidepressant treatment studies that have been conducted show that usually three antidepressant trials are needed before the majority of patients respond to the point of remission. Therefore, non-response, which includes partial responses, is the most likely outcome. Trying to operationalise the type of antidepressant treatment, its dose and duration is, as we have seen, difficult and produces variable definitions. An alternative approach, that may be of some practical use, is to consider what treatment resistance means from different perspectives. For example, patients regard resistance to treatment as ‘not getting back to their usual self’. This seemingly straightforward definition encompasses restoration of normal functioning, and though of course it is a reasonable expectation, in reality, it is often difficult to achieve. In contrast, doctors apply a relatively modest threshold for adequacy of response and are usually satisfied with some discernible improvement in symptoms and a return of some degree of functioning. In other words, patients aim for recovery whereas doctors aim for remission and therefore their respective views on non-response and treatment resistance usually differ. However, for both patients and their treating doctors the successive failure of treatment strategies to achieve an adequate response (meeting their respective goals of remission or recovery) leads to the realisation of treatment resistance.

This change in perception and the fact that the views of patients and doctors often differ is important because the change in perspective signifies openness to consideration of new and alternative treatment strategies. In these instances, assuming the diagnosis and formulation of depression are correct and the appropriate paradigm of treatment is being employed, a depressive illness not responding to suitable treatment suggests that the ‘illness’ is either too severe, or of a different kind altogether (eg, bipolar depression).
medications, for example, selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors are usually prescribed first line but if they fail remarkably little is known about which antidepressant to prescribe next. In this scenario TRD arises following the very first instance of treatment non-response and includes all patients that fail an adequate trial of first-line medication. Parameters used to define TRD include clinical history: number of previous episodes and their duration (a proxy of disease burden), previous history of response or non-response, family history and comorbid illness. In addition examining the symptom profile of those that respond and do not respond more closely—and the extent to which certain features are treated, can also help to further refine TRD. For example, subtypes of TRD could include those that are responsive overall, but have no (or little) response in a particular domain of symptoms, such as cognition or vegetative symptoms. This approach would introduce the concept of specificity of response and focus attention on defining response according to particular clinical domains or symptoms.

CONCLUSION
Currently, at some point in the course of their illness, the majority of depressed patients experience a poor response to antidepressants, and many will end up having TRD. Therefore, researching TRD is imperative since many will end up having TRD. Therefore, researching TRD is imperative and that none of the medications are in reality curative; antidepressants facilitate recovery. Furthermore, in some cases, TRD is actually ‘refractory’ and that some kinds of depression may in fact lie beyond our reach in terms of offering satisfactory treatment.
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